
CD Lesson #1 Free Market, Individual Responsibility         

   

Constitution Signed________________________________ 

 

Advantages of Free Enterprise/Free Market 
 

1. Freedom of ________________. You choose what you do ____________. 

2. ______________    ________________ brings personal benefit and is 

always needed for success.   You get the______________________ for 

your ambition and your own initiative to work hard. 

3. The Constitution guaranteed the opportunity for personal 

___________________________ of property and ideas. The law guarantees 

that people can freely buy and sell their property and products.  

4. A competitive market with _____________________ control causes better 

____________,  greater production and the incentive to _______________. 

5. Individuals are responsible through their own initiative to build their 

own __________________________ or allow their own failure. 

Free Market  OR  Communism/Collectivism 

6. When we take responsibility we can have more _________________ 

because freedom is inseparably connected to responsibility. 

7. When government takes from the  _____________________________ their 

responsibility  for basic living needs, they lose much of their freedom. 

8. Individual ________________________ and personal rewards are lost 

when government takes control of property, businesses and wealth.   

9. America became the "Land of Opportunity" because the Constitution 

created a country that ________________________ personal hard work. 



CD Lesson #1 Free Market, Individual Responsibility         

   

Constitution Signed _____Sept. 17, 1787________ 

Advantages of Free Enterprise/ Free Market 
 

1. Freedom of ___choice____.  You choose what you do __best__. 

2. _____Hard_____    _______work_____ brings personal benefit and is always 

needed for success. You gain the ______reward_________ for your ambition 

and your own initiative to work hard. 

3. The Constitution guaranteed the opportunity for personal 

_____ownership_________ of property and ideas. The law guarantees that 

people can freely buy and sell their property and products.  

4. A competitive market with ___consumer_____ control causes better 

_prices__,  greater production and the incentive to __improve____. 

5. Individuals are responsible through their own initiative to build their own 

_____success________________ or allow their own failure. 

 

Free Market  OR  Communism/Collectivism 
 

6. When we take responsibility we can have more ___freedom___ because 

freedom is inseparably connected with responsibility.  

7. When government takes from the  _____individual__________ their 

responsibility  for basic living needs, they lose much of their freedom. 

8. Individual ___ownership________ and personal rewards are lost when 

government takes control of property, businesses and wealth.  

9. America became the "Land of Opportunity" because the Constitution 

created a country that ___rewarded_______ personal hard work. 

 



CD Lesson #2               

Power To Govern 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Constitution created the genius of  rule by the people, not with a democracy but 

with a   _______________________________.  

 

Draw lines to the correct answers for Ruler’s Law, Anarchy and People’s Law.   

 

        *  People are not included in lawmaking. 

Ruler’s Law  *        *  There are no Laws controlling people's actions. 

          *  People hold the power through elections. 

                 *  Ruler considered to be superior to all others. 

Anarchy  *          *  Power to govern in the balanced center.  

         *  Ruler is cruel and unjust to all who object him. 

         * Country in chaos with no protection for the people. 

People’s Law  *        *  Lawless bands struggle for power to govern. 

         *  Laws are written in a Constitution. 

Great Idea to Remember 

“… we here highly resolve that these dead shall not  

have died in vain, that this nation, under God, shall  

have a new birth of freedom and that government  

of the people, by the people, for the people shall  

not perish from the earth.” 
 

 

 

No Freedom for People 

Prison and Poverty 

Control with Unjust Laws 
 

No Law Enforcement 

Dangerous Disorder 

People Fighting, Chaos 
 

_____________  Law  People's  _______  ________  Law 

Equal Rights, Just Laws, Individual Importance,  

Freedom from Government Control, Free Enterprise  



Equal Rights, Just Laws, Individual Importance,  

Freedom from Government Control, Free Enterprise  
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Power To Govern 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Constitution created the genius of  rule by the people, not with a democracy but 

with a   ____________Republic___________.  

             
 

Draw lines to the correct answers for Ruler’s Law, Anarchy and people’s Law.   

 

    *  People are not included in lawmaking. 

Ruler’s Law  *   *  There are no Laws controlling peoples actions. 

     *  People hold the power through elections. 

            *  Ruler considered to be superior to all others. 

Anarchy  *     * Power to govern in the balanced center.  

    *  Ruler is cruel and unjust to all who object him. 

    * Country in chaos with no protection of the people. 

People’s Law  *   *  Lawless bands struggle for power to govern. 

     *  Laws are written in a Constitution. 

Great Idea to Remember 

“… we here highly resolve that these dead shall not  

have died in vain, that this nation, under God, shall  

have a new birth of freedom and that government  

of the people, by the people, for the people shall  

not perish from the earth.” 
 

 

 

No Freedom for People 

Prison and Poverty 

Control with Unjust Laws 
 

No Law Enforcement 

Dangerous Disorder 

People Fighting, Chaos 
 

_Ruler's___  Law  People's  _Law__  ___No__  Law 


